
PRIVATE MEMBER’S CLUB

The French phrase ‘Sous La Rose’
means ‘between you and me’, or ‘in
confidence’…
So what happens in Sous La Rose,
stays in Sous La rose…



This  Historical  Landmark masterpiece was the 
inspirational birth to create an exceptional space, for 
extraordinary human connection of diverse worlds. 
A space of exquisite beauty and awe, inspiring and 
stimulating your every sense… Enter Sous La Rose



Sous La Rose, Designed to elicit inspiration, create 
collaboration and ideas through enthralling programming. 
Where each floor moves you forward like a great novel 
where you can add your own chapter to the story.  What’s 
going to be yours? 

•



Sous La Rose, For you, the mavericks and intellectuals,
where the common denominator is to quench a thirst for
knowledge, to indulge in your favorite interests, do your
boldest thinking, deepest discovery, and most
spontaneous socializing and of course, play.



Our sensual  spa  will elicit your every sense , from 
sweating off the day in the exotic ancient hammam , to 
the baths awaiting to pamper you, and  indulge in 
relaxation or mingle. 

After that, socialize around with herbal teas and hot 
roasted coffee in our cozy lounge. Now we can check 
the box for giving ourselves some love  this week, right?



Invite your friends or business colleagues , to indulge, mingle, 
celebrate , play, be entertained and spoil your pallet with exquisite 
culinary experiences . Make it a night to remember at Sous la Rose…



An elevated atmosphere of old charm, our Library and 
Reading Room, are ideal for a quiet escape or informal 
meetings. And would work equally as well for playing chess 
or reading the paper with a whisky, cognac  or coffee. 

We believe you can never replace the inspiration of being 
surrounded  by lots of books. So we have curated an admirable  
collection  for our  members.



Our Speakeasy offers a huge breadth of 
events from a inebriating mix of jazz, 
soul, country, and classic musical and 
variety loved favorites. You will be 
swaying to the beat. For Sure.



.

Secret hideaway bespoke rooms and cocktail 
culture, providing cozy nooks to have private 
conversation, relax, play or misbehave…



Like wine, we believe 
we get better with 
age… Our exquisite 
selection of wines 
from around the world
are stored in our
private Cellar meeting 
room, there's 
something to discover 
for every taste bud. 
Just be sure to  leave 
some for others.



If you’re considering applying to be a member, 
we’re less interested in your status, title or what 
you have, and we are much more intrigued by  the 
makeup of your character, what you’re passionate 
about, your life story, your likes and dislikes, and 
getting know what your friends love about  you…

APPLY  HERE / BECOME  A MEMBER



AS FOUNDING MEMBER AMBASSADOR

Youwill be part of an exclusive,elite group of individuals able to take advantage SousLa Rosein all its offerings.

•Two hosted dinners (10-12pp)
• Engraved named Brick in building
• Hosted member event to cultivate your network
• Membership to three people in network (50% discount on IF)
• Co-Working Queens Box (engraved trunk to store personal items in at co-working space)
•Ambassador Founding Members are designated and consist of five hand-selected individuals
• No Initiation Fee
• Founders hold membership for three years from formal club opening
• Family membership allows for full membership access for member,spouse,children up to age 25.
• Founders receive $5000 in club credit for five years from formal club opening.

General SousLa Rose Information
• Members by invitation only, per the Club rules
• No soliciting, other than organized by the Club management
• Phones,laptops & electronic, in designated areas
• Shuttle Service –Airport & back & within 1.5 mile of Club
• F&B -All Club areas
• Concierge –Bookings & arrangements
•Valet parking
• Butler Services
• Room service

SousLaRosekindly requests:
•Ambassador Founding Member Biography and Portrait for use – selected outreach and media opportunities if/when available
• Bi-Annual virtual meeting for launch programing and member curation opportunities TK



If you’re made up of the fabric that  thrive off stimulating social encounters 
and authenticity, extraordinary  personalities, while having a blast…  

We look forward to getting to know you…
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